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Please cite rule numbers in the responses. A few questions do not have a specific rule.

FITA (FCA) outdoor target

supplement to indoor target

1. What are the distances for an outdoor International FITA and Canadian (FCA) FITA for the
following classes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Men
Junior Women
Junior Men
Cadet Men
Cadet Women
Women
Cubs
Pre-cubs

2. What are the distances for Cadets in the Canadian 1200 round?

3. What are the distances for Cadets in the Canadian 900 round,

4. You want to check if the lines of a range are at a square angle. Explain the easiest
procedure using measuring tapes.

5. How far behind the shooting line must the competitor stand while waiting to be called to the
line? Is it the same distance for indoor and outdoor tournaments?

6. What is the tolerance in the measurement from the ground to the center of the gold in a
Canadian 900?

7. What size of target is used on a FITA Outdoor Target Archery Round at 50m for Junior Men
Recurve?

8. What are the minimum dimensions of a buttress to hold a 122cm target face?
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9. How large must buttress numbers be, and where must they be placed?

10. At 30m using three individual target faces on a butt, what is the height of the gold center of
highest and what is the height of lowest gold center?

11. Why are flags placed on top of each buttress?

12. Explain the whistle system for signaling in a timing sequence when shooting two lines in an
outdoor event.

13. During an outdoor target competition, when may practice on the practice field take place?

14. What are the two incidents in which an arrow will be declared as not to have been shot?

15. How long will the amber light be visible before the three whistle signal?

16. An archer is late after the lunch break for an important reason and misses the first three
ends at 50 meters in the afternoon. What is the usual procedure to solve this problem?

17. Seven arrows belonging to one archer are found in the target. They score three 10’s, two 9’s
an 8 and a 5. What is the archer’s score for that end?

18. What can happen should an archer repeats this offence?

19. If two people are shooting at a target, and one has a bounce out, who stops shooting?
Who signals for a Judge?
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20. In a FITA Outdoor Round, what is the minimum space allotted to each archer?

21. In the Canadian 1200, when are arrows retrieved?

22. When correcting scores, how are arrow values out of order marked? Example

10

7

6

8

6

6

23. When recording a miss, how is the value marked on the scorecard? Example:
Enter the values correctly: Miss, Miss, 10, 7,9, 8

24. An archer shoots an arrow after the time limit. At the target you find the 6 arrows 10, 10, 9,
8, 7, 6. What is your action as judge and what is the final score?
Write the scores on the scoring card with the appropriate indications:

25. How many judges are recommended at an FITA Outdoor Round,?

26. One of your archers wants to shoot the Canadian National Outdoor Championship. What
are the FCA dress regulations for the Outdoor Championships?

27. What is the significance of the archer’s signature on his scorecard?
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